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Captivating stories of how a young doctor’s
first year of medical practice in the Smoky
Mountains shaped his practice of life and
faithThe little mountain hamlet of Bryson
City, North Carolina, offers more than
dazzling vistas. For Walt Larimore, a young
“flatlander” physician setting up his first
practice, the town presents its peculiar
challenges as well.With the winsomeness of a
James Herriott book, Bryson City Tales sweeps
you into a world of colorful characters, the
texture of Smoky Mountain life, and the
warmth, humor, quirks, and struggles of a
small country town. It’s a world where the
family doctor is also the emergency
physician, the coroner, and the obstetrician,
and where wilderness medicine is part of the
job, search-and-rescue calls in the national
forest are a way of life, and the next
patient just may be somebody’s livestock or
pet. Bryson City Tales is the tender and
insightful chronicle of a young man’s rite of
passage from medical student to family
physician. Laughter and adventure await you
in these pages, and lessons learned from
Bryson City’s unforgettable residents.

A Second Cup of Hot Apple Cider
This complete guide to North America’s oldest
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cider’s rich history
and its modern makers, as well as its
deliciously diverse possibilities. Flavor
profiles and tasting guidelines highlight 100
selections of cider — including single
varietal, dessert, hopped, and barrel-aged —
plus perry, cider’s pear-based cousin. A
perfect addition to any meal, cider pairings
are featured in 30 food recipes, from
Brussels sprouts salad to salmon chowder,
brined quail, and poached pear frangipane. An
additional 30 cocktail recipes include
creative combinations such as Maple Basil
Ciderita and Pear-fect Rye Fizz.

7-Day Apple Cider Vinegar Cleanse
WINNER OF THE FORTNUM & MASON AWARDS BEST
FOOD BOOK 2018 From the BBC1 presenter and
bestselling author of Eat, The Kitchen
Diaries and Toast comes a new book featuring
everything you need for the winter solstice.

Bedtime Stories for the Apocalypse III
Christmas is more than just a holiday. It is
a time to recapture the joy and wonder of
God’s greatest gift: His Son, Jesus. 21 Days
of Christmas will warm your heart with
stories about giving, loving, and family.
These engaging tales celebrate the hope and
joy that make this blessed season unique. At
the end of each story you’ll find an
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help you
discover anew the true meaning of this
special time of year. So grab a cup of hot
apple cider with a cinnamon stick, curl up in
your favorite chair beside a picture window
overlooking a serene spot, and savor the true
meaning of Christmas through these
inspirational and encouraging stories.

Hot Apple Cider with Cinnamon
This book is a collection of short stories
written by Frank Clark. Stories are humorous,
imaginative, and introspective. An
interesting and creative style of writing
outside the box of the classical literary
short story. Many stories are written in the
vernacular to describe people and place.
These stories are about everyday people in
everyday life. You will identify with many of
the characters and themes of these stories.
The wit and creativity of Franks writing will
make you laugh, allow you to step into an
imaginary world and will give you something
to think about. Each story is amusing and
will capture your interest. Read one story
and you cant wait to read the next. These
stories are quite funny. You will laugh and
you will smile. Enter an imaginary world, a
brief escape from the demands of your day.
You will return to your day feeling
refreshed, relaxed with exuberant energy to
complete your day. Maybe an extraordinary
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introspective. They give you something to
think about from a different point of view.
These stories have been written for you. You
will fi nd them a delightful read. Enjoy your
read.

The Simplicity of Cider
Man's behavior has become excessively wicked,
and has done violence to his own soul.
Despite the subpoena of the Ten Commandments,
he has not obeyed the lawful order of God's
government. He is thereby held in contempt of
the Supreme Court of Heaven. The contemnor's
charge is beyond reasonable doubt, having
impaired the dignity of the law and failure
to respect his Creator. Evidently, his
behavior has been disorderly, insolent, and
brazen. Therefore, a bench warrant with a
penal notice has been issued for him to be
arraigned before the Supreme Judge of the
universe, (Revelation 14: 6-7). This book
reminds us that our own epoch, like others
before has its own assumptions and illusions
about life. Each generation is influenced by
the previous one, and any defense of virtues
becomes an offense. People simply adjust to
rising temperature of wickedness. Repentance
is the greatest disinfectant for the stench
of a sinful soul. In this confusion, Christ
is more than the spider in the web of human
affairs: more than the bee in the hive of
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is often the honey
in the comb that sweetens life's bitterness.

The Coyote Log
Inspired by the full flavors produced from
their idyllic ciderhouse in the heart of a
rustic New England apple orchard, Jonathan
Carr and Nicole Blum’s recipes, developed in
collaboration with chef Andrea Blum,
celebrate the versatility of fresh cider in
all its forms. Ciderhouse Cookbook teaches
home cooks how to make a full array of
traditional cider products, including cider
syrups, molasses, vinegars, shrubs, and
switchels, as well as apple preserves. The
127 cider-enriched recipes that follow are
simple yet elegant, ranging from Oven-Roasted
Asparagus with Garlicky Apple Vinaigrette to
Braised Lamb Stew with Apples, Switchel, and
Yogurt Mint Sauce; Cider Mimosas; Apple
Pommeau Cake; and Crêpes with Fried Apples
and Cider Caramel Sauce. With beautiful
photography that captures the ambiance of the
ciderhouse, this book is a deliciously loving
tribute to America’s favorite fruit. This
publication conforms to the EPUB
Accessibility specification at WCAG 2.0 Level
AA.

I Don't Have Your Eyes
My first book, Gussie the Christmas Goose and
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success!
Everybody will enjoy my second children's
book called, "A Christmas Carousel of
Children's Stories"

The Cooking Mom
"Getting to the Core of Apple Cider Vinegar"
is your one-stop shop for all you need to
know about apple cider vinegar as it relates
to your health. This concise book solves the
persistent, confusing dilemma of what is fact
or fiction about incorporating apple cider
vinegar into your diet, into your daily
health regimen, or into an aggressive healing
remedy. After assessing the available
research conclusions and comparing vast
amounts of anecdotal evidence, "Getting to
the Core of Apple Cider Vinegar" digs through
the hype in order to arm readers with the
information necessary to make decisions about
their health in relation to apple cider
vinegar. Instead of feeling overwhelmed with
claims, dogma, superstitions, or studies,
readers will feel clarity of mind as they
discover a pathway of thinking along the way.
Owning your own copy of this book will enable
you to have your own ready resource at your
fingertips. One of the benefits of owning
your own copy is having the different
measurements and ingredients mixes suggested
easily accessible at any time. Another
benefit is knowing you have the most up to
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available currently. Readers will get to
learn what ailments respond well to apple
cider vinegar, how apple cider vinegar may
enhance daily living for them, the scientific
studies that exist to prove what benefits in
the body from apple cider vinegar, and a
myriad of uses to be tried with apple cider
vinegar. For many ailments that benefit from
apple cider vinegar there is no specific way
of reasoning or proof to explain why they
respond from apple cider vinegar, but for
some others there is. Some medical conditions
respond to apple cider vinegar, and
scientists have been able to figure out how
or why. Weight loss success stories that
surround the apple cider vinegar community
don't seem to have much in the way of
explanation, but readers will learn that this
is one of many instances where not having the
reason isn't reason enough to dismiss it as
ineffective. "Getting to the Core of Apple
Cider Vinegar" is truly an invaluable
resource as the only book you'll need to own
on apple cider vinegar. The most useful,
timely, and appropriate information is
compiled in these pages, simplifying your
journey as the reader, and affording you the
opportunity to gain knowledge and make
choices as an informed consumer.

The Christmas Chronicles: Notes,
stories & 100 essential recipes for
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You survived the first two volumes of Joel
Arnold’s BEDTIME STORIES FOR THE
APOCALYPSE…barely. Are you ready for volume
3? In this collection of 10 short stories
you’ll meet: A herd of cows protecting a dead
woman from her abusive husband. A beached
mermaid on the shores of Lake Superior. A
group of friends whose love of Halloween
keeps them together for a long, long time. A
little girl who deals candy – and something
far more sinister – from her bright red
wagon. A teenager who must embrace the very
dark side to survive a fate worse than death.
A mysterious visitor who drives a man mad.
These, plus four other stories, will keep you
up late at night with a light on and your
teddy bear screaming for mercy.

Poop Tales
In this book, there are three short stories
about a woman named Marie and what happened
to her and what she did to tell other people
her story.

The Everything Hard Cider Book
The much-anticipated sequel to Hot Apple
Cider: Words to Stir the Heart and Warm the
Soul. Features: • A unique collection of
inspirational stories, poems and articles •
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with hope • Well-known, experienced writers
and passionate, new writers • Gentle humor,
warm encouragement, and stimulating
challenges • Attractive, gift book layout

A Quarter's Worth of Humor
Apple Cider Vinegar For Health
Gentle multicultural exploration of how
people are alike despite differences in
appearance, background, or ethnicity.

Short Stories That You Will Never
Forget
A collection of columns written over a five
year period, brought together in one book.

A Christmas Carousel of Children's
Stories
The Book of Stories from the Lake
Chicken soup for the soul
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Create exceptional parties with partyplanning expert Courtney Whitmore, creator of
Pizzazzerie.com. Tablescapes, tips, DIY
crafts, beautiful color photos, and more than
50 recipes, in an easy-to-follow format, to
inspire every hostess. Follow one party to a
tee, or mix-and-match elements to create a
unique affair all your own. Courtney provides
how-to instructions for more than a dozen
occasions, each complemented by a sample
tablescape; decor tips; and three to six
recipes covering appetizers, desserts, and
drinks. Ring in the new year with a glittery
New Year's Day Brunch; savor a bit of
Parisian culture with a Crepe Cake and
Sparkling Raspberry Cocktails; enjoy Spinach
Tea Sandwiches and Lavender Fizz Cocktails at
a Jane Austen-inspired Book Club Gathering;
celebrate your favorite guy with Bacon and
Pecan S'mores and Sriracha and Bourbon Wings;
and don your best black-and-white apparel to
enjoy Red Velvet Brownie Truffle Cakes and
White Chocolate Martinis at a Black and White
Masquerade Party. Absolute beginner hosts
will find tons of tips and how-tos, as
they're walked through practical steps to
creating fabulous parties on a realistic
budget. The seasoned host will discover
unique details and new recipes to enhance
their tablescapes all year long. Growing up
in the South, Courtney Whitmore has always
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foods with a modern twist and setting a
tablescape with lots of pizzazz. She attended
Vanderbilt University earning both a
bachelors in communications and a masters in
organizational leadership. In 2010, she left
her full-time job as a career counselor to
launch Pizzazzerie.com (pronounced
piz.zazze.rie [p??zaz ?r?]) to share
entertaining inspiration and ideas with
readers around the world. When she's not
working on her next book, Courtney styles and
creates content for publications and brands
such as HGTV, Better Homes & Gardens, Target,
Coca-Cola, Lindt Chocolate, Yoplait,
Pepperidge Farm, Frontgate, and more to
connect consumers with their products in an
entertaining setting. She is also the author
of three cookbooks: Push-Up Pops, Candy
Making for Kids, and Frostings. She lives in
Nashville, Tennessee, with her husband,
daughter (commonly referred to as
#babypizzazzerie), and Irish Setter (George).
Phronsie Dial is a creative stylist and
tablescape designer who works on brand
partnerships and special projects for
Pizzazzerie.com. Over the past two decades,
she has created countless DIY party ideas and
crafts for magazines and news outlets. She
loves to throw parties that create lifelong
memories and also happens to be one-half of
this mother/daughter duo as Courtney's mom.
Evin Krehbiel is the creative talent and
energetic personality behind Evin
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Since
Evin Photography has
established itself as a highly sought after
photography company in Nashville, Tennessee,
and throughout the South. Evin is an
ambitious entrepreneur as well as a loving
wife to Luke, and mom to three beautiful
children, Cohen, Kinzie, and Leyton.

Frank Clark Short Stories
People love to smile, and this book should
help. Whether it's telling these to others,
or just reading them, the jokes, anecdotes,
stories, and material in this book provides
45 opportunities to smile and laugh at good,
clean humor. The author provides his
background in sharing how these might be used
in the classroom, business, or speaking
engagement.

Apple Cider Slaying
Welcome to the sugar-fueled, manically
creative cake universe of Christina Tosi.
It's a universe of ooey-gooey bananachocolate-peanut butter cakes you make in a
crockpot, of layer cakes that taste like Key
lime pie, and the most baller birthday cake
ever. From her home kitchen to the creations
of her beloved Milk Bar, All About Cake
covers everything: two-minute microwave mug
cakes, buttery Bundts and pounds, her famous
cake truffles and, of course, her signature
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with pops of flavors
and textures. But more than just a collection
of Christina's greatest-hits recipes (c'mon,
like that's not enough?) this book will be
your guide for how to dream up and make cakes
of any flavor you can think of, whether
you're a kitchen rookie or a full-fledged
baking hardbody.

Ciderhouse Cookbook
The New York Times bestselling, IACP awardwinning cookbook (and a Cooking Light Top 100
Cookbook of the Last 25 Years) from the
celebrated food blogger and founder of
smittenkitchen.com. Deb Perelman loves to
cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant
owner—she’s never even waitressed. Cooking in
her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at least at
first, for special occasions—and, too often,
an unnecessarily daunting venture. Deb found
herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes
available to her. Have you ever searched for
the perfect birthday cake on Google? You’ll
get more than three million results. Where do
you start? What if you pick a recipe that’s
downright bad? With the same warmth, candor,
and can-do spirit her award-winning blog,
Smitten Kitchen, is known for, here Deb
presents more than 100 recipes—almost
entirely new, plus a few favorites from the
site—that guarantee delicious results every
time. Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds of
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her beautiful
photographs,
The Smitten
Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable,
uncompromised home cooking. Here you’ll find
better uses for your favorite vegetables:
asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille
dressing up a sandwich; cauliflower
masquerading as pesto. These are recipes
you’ll bookmark and use so often they become
your own, recipes you’ll slip to a friend who
wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes
with simple ingredients that yield amazing
results in a minimum amount of time. Deb
tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how
to lose your fear of cooking for a crowd; and
the essential items you need for your own
kitchen. From salads and slaws that make
perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to
savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom
Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe Cake,
Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night,
or your most special occasion.

Wild Drinks & Cocktails
This accessible home-brew guide for alcoholic
and non-alcoholic fermented drinks, from
Apartment Therapy: The Kitchn's Emma
Christensen, offers a wide range of simple
yet enticing recipes for Root Beer, Honey
Green Tea Kombucha, Pear Cider, Gluten-Free
Sorghum Ale, Blueberry-Lavender Mead, Gin
Sake, Plum Wine, and more. You can make
naturally fermented sodas, tend batches of
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smallest apartment kitchen with little more
equipment than a soup pot, a plastic bucket,
and a long-handled spoon. All you need is the
know-how. That’s where Emma Christensen comes
in, distilling a wide variety of
projects—from mead to kefir to sake—to their
simplest forms, making the process fun and
accessible for homebrewers. All fifty-plus
recipes in True Brews stem from the same
basic techniques and core equipment, so it’s
easy for you to experiment with your favorite
flavors and add-ins once you grasp the
fundamentals. Covering a tantalizing range of
recipes, including Coconut Water Kefir, Root
Beer, Honey–Green Tea Kombucha, Pear Cider,
Gluten-Free Pale Ale, Chai-Spiced Mead,
Cloudy Cherry Sake, and Plum Wine, these
fresh beverages make impressive homemade
offerings for hostess gifts, happy hours, and
thirsty friends alike.

True Brews
Easy to brew, easy to customize, and
enormously delicious! Looking for a crisp,
clean, and scrumptious alternative to beer?
On a gluten-free diet or allergic to the
grains used in brewing beer? Want to
experience the pride that comes when your
friends crack open one of your bottles and
exclaim, "You made this?" Then welcome to the
world of hard cider. Suddenly it's
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in pubs and
restaurants, and there's a dizzying array of
ciders available in stores. And some cider
lovers, just like craft beer drinkers, are
looking for ways to create their own brew.
The Everything Hard Cider Book takes you step
by step into the fermentation and bottling
process, with tips on finding the proper
equipment, sourcing ingredients, varying
flavors, and creating unique packaging.
You'll also find advice on advanced
techniques, like evaluating the finished
product, varying recipes for your own taste,
and even growing fruit for cider. And with
thirty-five essential and adaptable recipes
for apple and other fruit ciders, you'll find
everything you need to make your own
distinctive and delicious beverages.

21 Days of Christmas
Want to warm your soul for the holidays?
Unwrap the true meaning of gift giving with a
treasure trove of festive tales. Sometimes,
the best gift is a great story. With 62
heartfelt accounts of the true meaning of
Christmas, this anthology is sure to fill
even the grouchiest Scrooge with holiday
spirit. Christmas with Hot Apple Cider:
Stories from the Season of Giving and
Receiving is an eclectic collection of true
stories, short fiction, and poetry. With 55
featured authors and poets, the anthology
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multidimensional
look
at the traditions, teachings, and values
surrounding the birth of Jesus. Be inspired
to share your own stories with the world as
you discover a fresh appreciation of the
holiday season. In Christmas with Hot Apple
Cider, you'll delight in stories about: An
immigrant family puzzling over unfamiliar
North American customs Grandparents passing
down a family tradition to a young grandchild
An octogenarian remembering the day receiving
a Christmas gift was nothing short of a
miracle A Jewish child longing to celebrate
Christmas A teacher witnessing the joy of a
simple gift at a Nigerian orphanage A writer
struggling to create a meaningful
presentation about the innkeeper An Old Order
Mennonite teen experiencing Handel's Messiah
live at Massey Hall Two women answering a
call for help from a remote First Nations
community This anthology boasts inspirational
stories you and your family will want to read
again and again. If you like the Chicken Soup
for the Soul books, strong Christian themes,
and stories that make you laugh and cry, then
you'll love this must-have stocking stuffer.
Buy Christmas with Hot Apple Cider today to
give yourself and your family the gift of
holiday cheer

Bryson City Tales
This Discussion Guide was created to
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accompany
Hot Apple
Cider: and has
questions related to each story which can be
used by readers, book clubs, or small groups.
The questions will help readers think further
about the issues raised, enjoy stimulating
discussions, and share ideas and meaningful
experiences.

Cider with Rosie
When the weather outside is frightful, what
could be more delightful than a hot toddy?
From the scent of nutmeg-laced hot buttered
rum to the fizz of a poinsettia cocktail,
there’s nothing like a classic winter drink
to bring true festivity to the season. And
it’s easy as pie—whipping up an eggnog from
scratch is a whole lot simpler than cooking
the perfect turkey, and your guests will
appreciate the gesture as much as the taste.
From spiced cider to champagne punch, Hot
Toddies is the perfect little collection of
winter refreshments, with fail-safe recipes
that will make any holiday party shine. These
delicious seasonal drink ideas are as perfect
for wintertime as a cold smoothie is for
summer. Rather than offering guests the same
lackluster wine, heat it with sweet spices,
spike it with Aquavit, and serve up an
authentic Swedish glögg for some true
Christmas spirit. Tempt friends with the
luscious richness of chocolate eggnog, topped
with real chocolate whipped cream. Curl up on
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a blustery
winter’s
day with
a steamy, frothy
Irish coffee, or combine apple cider,
bourbon, and spices for a Thanksgiving Day
batch of harvest moon punch. In addition to
these flavorful recipes, useful tips on
everything from keeping punch cold to
stocking a bar will help you concoct special
drinks all winter long—even the whole year
round. Whether it’s a stocking stuffer, a
hostess gift, or a great addition to your
next holiday party, Hot Toddies is the
perfect guide to celebrating the season.

Fire Cider!
The Deadtime Stories by "Twisted Sisters"
Annette and Gina Cascone—they'll scare you
silly. Katie and Andy Lawrence thought moving
to a new town—especially one named
Appleton—was awful enough. They were wrong.
When their parents take them to Appleton's
famous apple orchard for a haunted hayride,
weird things start happening. The ghouls who
haunt the orchard seem spookily real. The
kids they see are acting very strangely, like
robots orzombies. Then Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
disappear—and in their place, Katie and Andy
find creepy shrunken applehead dolls! Now
Katie and Andy have to find a way to turn
their parents back to normal—before it's too
late! At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Hot Apple Ciderby Rosie Hiltonft. Princess
Rosie, Ms. Jenny, "Frozen Balls", "Crushed
Nuts", and "Pea Nuts".Themes Include: Brutal
Ball Busting, Tease and Denial, Post Orgasm
Punishment, Spiked Chastity, Auto Punching
Circus Gloves and Other Inventive Dungeon
Domination Tactics, and other things girls do
that I can't repeat in a
description.SYNOPSIS:Princess Rosie is
training a new domme, Ms. Jenny, whose main
responsibilities include monitoring the three
slaves Rosie keeps in her personal home
dungeon, teasing and tempting them, and
punching them in the balls when called for,
something she lives to do. Rosie also has a
business dungeon in the city where she keeps
a dozen slaves, but her home is reserved for
a much more intimate form of domination.It's
Christmas so Princess Rosie wants to treat
her slaves to a holiday dungeon session. In
the early evening, she joins Jenny in the
dungeon to give some personal attention to
her slaves. Her newest slaves, Adam (aka,
"Crushed Nuts") and Kyle (aka, "Frozen
Balls"), end up with new names based on their
holiday dungeon experiences. Her oldest
slave, Pea Nuts, keeps his name because it is
so suitable for him. He has the smallest nuts
of any man she's ever seen naked, including
the photos of men she's seen on the internet.
She loves torturing his tiny nuts and
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even makes him sleep
in his horse cage on a bed of peanut shells
for added humiliation.Adam, Kyle, and Pea
Nuts are in for an incredibly brutal evening
at the hands of Princess Rosie and Ms. Jenny.
Two of them will be punished quite severely
for orgasming without permission, and the
third will be punished unbearably for failing
two direct orders. When the night is through,
Princess Rosie's basement will be complete
with the six sorest testicles to ever spend a
night in her personal dungeon.Hot Apple Cider
is not available in audio format but many of
our stories are. Check out "Erotic Habit" on
Amazon.com for more audio and text stories.
Themes include femdom, ballbusting, BJ, Oral,
JOI, and Lesbian.

Hot Toddies
A heart-warming collection of inspiring
personal experience articles, short stories,
and poems by 30 writers who've learned that
dependence on God creates the character and
insights that produce a deep, rich faith.
Companion Discussion Guide for personal
reflection or group exploration. Foreword by
Janette Oke

Pizzazzerie
In a complicated, busy world, do you ever
feel overwhelmed and insignificant? The
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take you to a quiet place and remind you that
simple acts of love can make a lifetime of
difference.

Apple Cider Vinegar Drinks for Health
Fall in love with The Simplicity of Cider,
the charming new novel about a prickly but
gifted cider-maker whose quiet life is
interrupted by the arrival of a handsome man
and his young son at her family’s careworn
orchard by the author of The Coincidence of
Coconut Cake and Luck, Love & Lemon Pie.
Don’t miss Amy’s newest work of women’s
fiction: The Optimist’s Guide to Letting Go!
Focused and unassuming fifth generation cidermaker Sanna Lund has one desire: to live a
simple, quiet life on her family’s apple
orchard in Door County, Wisconsin. Although
her business is struggling, Sanna remains
fiercely devoted to the orchard, despite her
brother’s attempts to convince their aging
father to sell the land. Single dad Isaac
Banks has spent years trying to shield his
son Sebastian from his troubled mother.
Fleeing heartbreak at home, Isaac packed up
their lives and the two headed out on an
adventure, driving across the country.
Chance—or fate—led them straight to Sanna’s
orchard. Isaac’s helping hands are much
appreciated at the apple farm, even more when
Sanna’s father is injured in an accident. As
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Sanna’s
formerly
simple
becomes
increasingly complicated, she finds solace in
unexpected places—friendship with young
Sebastian and something more deliciously
complex with Isaac—until an outside threat
infiltrates the farm. From the warm and funny
Amy E. Reichert, The Simplicity of Cider is a
charming love story with a touch of magic,
perfect for fans of Sarah Addison Allen and
Gayle Forman.

The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook
JJ Smith, author of the #1 New York Times
bestseller 10-Day Green Smoothie Cleanse,
provides an all-new and accessible detox
system that rids the body of unwanted fat and
bacteria for renewed energy and lasting
weight loss. In the tradition of certified
weight loss expert and nutritionist JJ
Smith’s 10-Day Green Smoothie Cleanse, Think
Yourself Thin, and Green Smoothies for Life,
comes the 7-Day Apple Cider Vinegar Cleanse.
This revolutionary cleanse includes meals and
drinks that help support the body’s natural
detoxification process and promote a healthy
environment for good bacteria in the body.
All of the new and delicious 25 recipes for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks will
effectively help rid of your body of toxins
and unwanted fat in just 7 days, jumpstarting
your journey to permanent weight loss.
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Discover the power of apple cider vinegar!
One of the world's most renowned home
remedies, vinegar has always been praised for
its powerful antioxidants and incredible
antiseptic power. Apple Cider Vinegar for
Health shows you how to use the all-natural
product in your daily beauty and health
routine, from crafting a wholesome weightloss tonic to giving your skin a lovely glow.
Featuring step-by-step instructions and
plenty of helpful tips, this book provides
100 apple cider vinegar solutions that help:
Control cholesterol and boost weight loss.
Relieve daily aches and pains, from muscle
soreness to chronic headaches. Treat
unsightly blemishes, itchy insect bites, and
sunburns. Promote healthy skin, hair, and
nails. There's almost nothing vinegar can't
handle--from frizzy hair, to hiccups, to
varicose veins--and all without the need for
dangerous chemicals or costly procedures.
With Apple Cider Vinegar for Health, you'll
discover all the benefits that a simple
bottle of ACV can bring.

All about Cake
For more than 30 years, best-selling author
and popular herbalist Rosemary Gladstar has
been touting the health benefits of fire
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onion, ginger, horseradish, garlic, and other
immune-boosting herbs. Her original recipe,
inspired by traditional cider vinegar
remedies, has given rise to dozens of fire
cider formulations created by fans of the
tonic who use it to address everyday ills,
from colds and flu to leg cramps and
hangovers. Fire Cider! is a lively collection
of 101 recipes contributed by more than 70
herbal enthusiasts, with energizing versions
ranging from Black Currant Fire Cider to
Triple Goddess Vinegar, Fire Cider Dark
Moonshine, and Bloody Mary Fire Cider.
Colorful asides, including tribute songs and
amusing anecdotes, capture Gladstar’s
passionate desire to pass along the fire
cider tradition.

Tasting Cider
Enjoy the many benefits of apple cider
vinegar—including weight loss, increased
energy, glowing skin, better digestion, and
improved immune system function—with these
100 delicious drink recipes. Apple cider
vinegar is one of the most popular home
remedies—for good reason. This all-natural
liquid can help with everything from
cholesterol to weight loss to varicose veins
while also offering numerous natural beauty
solutions to promote healthy skin, hair, and
nails. Utilizing the numerous benefits of
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been easier,
thanks to Apple Cider Vinegar Drinks for
Health. From satisfying smoothies, to
soothing hot drinks, to refreshing tonics,
these one hundred recipes are a delightful
way to add variety to your daily health
routine and gain benefits including better
digestion, increased energy, and reduced
inflammation. Learn how to receive the
maximum health benefits including the best
time to drink apple cider vinegar and the
optimal amount needed for effective results.
Each chapter offers drink recipes designed to
provide a specific health benefit on
everything from detoxification, to cold and
sinus relief, to anti-aging, and much more.

Discussion Guide for Hot Apple Cider
At all times wonderfully evocative and
poignant, Cider With Rosie is a charming
memoir of Laurie Lee's childhood in a remote
Cotswold village, a world that is tangibly
real and yet reminiscent of a now distant
past. In this idyllic pastoral setting,
unencumbered by the callous father who so
quickly abandoned his family
responsibilities, Laurie's adoring mother
becomes the centre of his world as she
struggles to raise a growing family against
the backdrop of the Great War. The
sophisticated adult author's retrospective
commentary on events is endearingly
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youth, permanently prone to tears and selfabsorption. Rosie's identity from the novel
Cider with Rosie was kept secret for 25
years. She was Rose Buckland, Lee's cousin by
marriage. "From the Paperback edition."

A Taste of Hot Apple Cider
The best-selling authors Christopher Shockey
and Kirsten K. Shockey turn their expertise
to the world of fermented beverages in the
most comprehensive guide to home cidermaking
available. With expert advice and clear, stepby-step instructions, The Big Book of
Cidermaking equips readers with the skills
they need to make the cider they want: sweet,
dry, fruity, farmhouse-style, hopped, barrelaged, or fortified. The Shockeys’ years of
experience cultivating an orchard and their
experiments in producing their own ciders
have led them to a master formula for
cidermaking success, whether starting with
apples fresh from the tree or working with
store-bought juice. They explore in-depth the
different phases of fermentation and the
entire spectrum of complex flavor and style
possibilities, with cider recipes ranging
from cornelian cherry to ginger, and styles
including New England, Spanish, and lateseason ciders. For those invested in making
use of every part of the apple, there’s even
a recipe for vinegar made from the skins and
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This thorough,
thoughtful handbook is an empowering guide
for every cidermaker, from the beginner
seeking foundational techniques and tips to
the intermediate cider crafter who wants to
expand their skills.

The Big Book of Cidermaking
"Blossom Valley, West Virginia, is home to
Smythe Orchards, Winnie and her Granny's
beloved twenty-five-acre farm and family
business. But any way you slice it, it's
struggling. That's why they're trying to drum
up business with the "First Annual Christmas
at the Orchard," a good old-fashioned holiday
festival with enough delicious draw to
satisfy apple-picking locals and cider-loving
tourists alike--until the whole endeavor
takes a sour turn when the body of Nadine
Cooper, Granny's long-time, grudge-holding
nemesis, is found lodged in the apple press.
Now, with Granny the number one suspect,
Winnie is hard-pressed to prove her innocence
before the real killer delivers another
murder"--

Christmas with Hot Apple Cider
Create your own handcrafted drinks and
cocktails using local, fresh, or foraged
ingredients. Tired of boring, artificial, toosweet drinks? Go wild! It's time to embrace
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drinks
featuring
local,
or foraged
ingredients. It's easy with Wild Drinks &
Cocktails. Using ingredients you can find in
your own backyard, farm, or local market, you
can create artisan drinks that will leave you
feeling refreshed and even revitalized. Learn
useful fermentation techniques to make your
own kefi,and homemade soda. Brew your own
teas, mix your own squashes, shrubs,
switchels, tonics, and infusions. You can
even use the recipes to create powerful and
healthful craft cocktails. Craft drink expert
Emily Han creates unique flavors in the 100
drink recipes, each with powerful health
benefits, along with a sentimental nod to
drinks of another era. Wild Drinks &
Cocktails teaches you the techniques you need
to know to handcraft your own infused waters,
syrups, vinegar drinks, spirits, wines, and
sodas. Join the drink renaissance with Wild
Drinks & Cocktails. "Emily Han's carefully
crafted book, Wild Drinks & Cocktails dispels
the common wisdom of great drinks are only to
be built by professionals. These simple
cocktails are not short of brilliant- from
locally-gathered ingredients constructed with
our own, very capable hands, no pro's
needed!" - Warren Bobrow, author of
Apothecary Cocktails, Whiskey Cocktails, and
Bitters and Shrub Syrup Cocktails
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